Across
1. to cause to suffer for wrongdoing
5. news passed from person to person that may or not be true
7. something you do often and without thinking
9. a happening
10. one who competes
12. a shape or form
15. to act for the purpose of protecting
18. to speak out against
20. opposite of shut
21. A violin can produce it.
22. fast
23. opposite of finish
25. Mars, for example
27. In a ___ race, each team member takes a turn.
28. legal permission to do something

Down
1. opposite of rude
2. It makes you laugh.
3. a small part of something
4. Guests pay to stay overnight there.
6. a relaxed feeling that comes after pain or anxiety
8. to join together
11. feeling great envy
13. A popular breakfast juice comes from it.
14. rigid with cold
16. land thickly grown with trees
17. one who studies
19. a loud, wailing sound that signals a warning
21. a few seconds
24. a picture, either real or in the mind
26. living